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Abstract

The Pascal triangle is a well known and famous triangle which is dated long before

Pascal has introduced it and got his name attached to it. Chinese, Persian, and Greeks

had all dealt with the structuring of the numbers which are now known as the Pascal

triangle. Many Properties have been noticed in the structure of the numbers in the

Pascal triangle, Such as the Fibonacci numbers, the triangular numbers, the Hockey

stick, the Sierpinski'fractals. In this papeq further exploration is made for the Pascal

triangle. The horizontal elements making the triangle represent the coefficients of nth

powered binomial expansion of the form (r * a), or (I,":r z1)", and it has been

noticed that the set of the diagonal elements as well as the vertical elements of the

right angled Pascal triangle present the numbers of expansion terms of monomials,

binomials, and polynomials of the form (!j:, o1)' in a consecutive order. The val-

ues of those coefficients are ones for monomials, the horizontal elements of Pascal

triangle for binomials, and for the higher polynomials the values of the coefficients

are determined by the Embedded Pascal Triangles (EPTs) expansion method. Those

set of numbers determining the number of coefficients of the r-nomials are named as

the Waterloo numbers (W-numbers),whereas the values of those numbers are called

the attached values to Waterloo numbers. Furthermore, the paper presents a geomet-

rical representation to those set of numbers in a similar manner as the geometrical

representation of Polygonal numbers.

Keywords and phrases : Pascal Triangle, Embedded Pascal Triangle, binomial expansion, polynomial

expansion, Waterloo numbers, Attached values to Waterloo numbers.

AMS Subject Classification : I 1B39, I1865, I1B83, I lH7l.
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I Introduction

The history of Pascal triangle lays back with ancient Chinese, Persian, and Greeks, but it
has been well presented by Pascal in 1653 and has been named after him since then. A lot of
studies related to Pascal triangle can be found in literature | ,2,31. One of the explanations
of the Pascal triangle is that its horizontal elements represent the coefficients of a binomial
expansion. It has been found that an extension to polynomial expansion can be achieved
using what is called the Embedded Pascal Triangles for polynomial expansion method [4,
51. In such method, it has been found that the expansion of the sum of I-variables raised to
power n can be obtained by the use of the expansion of (.1'- 1) variables raised to power
n multiplied by horizontally laid out Pascal elements. So, effectively, starting with Pascal
triangle for binomial expansion at any row level, one can generate trinomial expansion by
simply multiplying the coefficients of the binomial expansion with the horizontally laid out
batches of Pascal triangle elements. One can extend this to generate the coefficients of I
-variables expansion by multiplying the coefficients of the polynomial expansion of (1 - 1)
variables by the horizontally laid out batches of Pascal triangle elements in a recursive
manner. An efficient algorithm has been developed for such purpose [5].

It has been found in this study that the Pascal triangle elements viewed diagonally or
vertically can be related to the number of the expansion coefficients of higher polynomials,
and with the help of the EPTs expansion method, one can determine the values of those co-
efficients. Such vertical or diagonal sets of numbers appearing in Pascal triangle are called
the Waterloo numbers, and their values determined by the EPTs expansion are called the
attached values to Waterloo numbers . Also, because it is noted that the Waterloo numbers
are related to the expansion of monomials, binomials, trinomials, tetranomials, pentanomi-
als, etc., it is then suggested to relate those numbers to polygons. The Waterloo numbers are
different from the polygonal numbers[6] , and hence the geometrical representation of both
numbers were different in the number of dots on the polygons. The dots corresponding to
polygonal numbers have low entropy (evenly distributed on the sides of the polygons), how-
ever, those dots on the polygons representing Waterloo numbers are more crowded which
imply that they have higher entropy. Detailed analysis for the subject is presented in the
following sections of the paper.

2 Polygonal numbers

Number theory is quite active in research, and Polygonal numbers are part of this theory.
Earlier work has been done with those numbers since Hypsicles, and Diophantus. Many
formulas have been derived for the Polygonal numbers, such as:

1

ni,: rnl2+(n- t)(r-z)l (1)

Which represents the nth polygonal number with r sides of the polygon.
Other formulas can be easily deduced from the patterns of the polygonal numbers, such as :

p;: *K, - 2)n, - (r - gnl (2)
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Equations (l) and(2) can be re-derived from each other. Another formula can be deduced
also for polygonal numbers, namely;

pT,:n*((r-z)ry-@-t))2 (3)

Which is also derivable from eqs.(l) and (2).
A recursive formula can be easily determined from the pattern of the polygonal numbers
namely;

pl+r : f"+ p?,-, (4)

Table 1 summarizes the generation of the polygonal numbers:
Table I has been generated using the recursive formula, with the help of the property:

P3*-Psna:n (5)

Table I represents the polygonal numbers which are read horizontally for r : 3 we have
the triagonal numbers pl,for r : 4, we have the square numbers pI, ndfor r : 5, we

Table l. Generating Polygonal numbers

have the pentagonal numbers pf, etc.. . The polygonal numbers as can be seen are gen-
erated with the triagonal numbers pfl-r. ttrose triagonal numbers are noticed in the very
known Pascal triangle which is shown in Table 2, as the shaded numbers 1,3,6, r0,15,21,.

5

tfl,
J I 3 6 l0 l5 2l 28 36 45 55 66 78 9l 105 t20 136 153 t7l
4 I 4 9 l6 25 36 49 64 8l 100 t2t 144 169 t96 225 256 289 324

5 I 5 l2 22 35 5l 70 92 n7 145 t76 210 247 287 330 376 425 477

6 I 6 l5 28 45 66 9l 120 153 190 231 276 338 378 435 496 561 630

7 I 7 l8 34 55 8l ll2 148 189 235 286 342 416 469 540 6t6 697 '783

n 2 3 4 6 1 8 9 l0 L2 l3 14 l5 l6 t7
r

pi-t s 3 6 t5 zt ?8 76 45 ({ 66 78 9l 105 120 r36 r53
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nl

c-dw

k 0 I 2 4 6 7'',

n (x * v)"
0 (r + y)o I
I (x * v\\ I I
2 (x + y)z 1 2 1

a
J (x * y)3 I 3 J I
4 (x * y)a 1 4 6 4 I
5 (x * y)s 1 5 10 l0 5 I
6 (x + y\6 I 6 l5 20 15 6 1

7 (x * v)7 1 7 2t 35 35 21 7 I

Table 2 shows the coefficients of the binomial expansion for the power n : 0,1,2,J,. . .

etc. This means that the expansion of (z * y)4 is h4 I 4r3y * 6n2y2 -f 4rys + 1gra. As
it is mentioned earlier that the only polygonal numbers appearing in Pascal triangle are the
triagonal numbers (shaded diagonal numbers, as well as the shaded vertical numbers). Such
numbers seem to be the building block of all of the polygonal numbers as it has been stated
earlier in Table I where through the recursive formula one builds up the polygonal numbers
via the subsequent additions of pl,-r.A geometrical representation for the polygonal num-
bers is displayed in figure l.

Table ZThe Pascal Triangle :The Binomial coefficien, ( ; ) 
:

I/
t''

,j ,,lr
s. {.

r".
\, a

I
't.

t

;"
f,"

a

;
i:

*.-

t-.

*

I
a*'a- --+-

Fig.l geometrical representation of polygonal numbers
(Triangulaq Square, pentagonal, and Hexagonal)

There are two interesting theories about polygonal numbers, the first one called Fermat,s
theory [6] says that any whole number can be generated by the addition of rr-gonal numbers
or less. As an example: 12=6+3+3 (a sum of three triangular numbers), 12= 9+l+1+l
(a sum of four square numbers), 12=5+5+1+l (a sum of four pentagonal numbers), and
12=6+6 ( a sum of two hexagonal numbers), etc.. . The other theorem is called the Fermat,s
last theorem[7] (known also as the margin note) which Fermat claimed he had a proof of
it which was not found, but later has been proved by Andrew iohn Wiles[7]. Fermat in his

ft
/t
L

\
}.

I

5
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last theorem proposed that there is no way ofextending Pythagoras theorem a2 + b2 : c2
to powers of n greater than 2, i.e; an + b + cn, for n ) 2.

3 Embedded Pascal rhiangtes (EPTs)for polynomials expansion

It has been mentioned in the prev^ious section that Pascal triangle represents the coefficients
of the binomial expansion of (!f , r1)n, andsuch coefficients can be generated via the bi-

nomial coefficient Tnk : ( ; ) 
. The first author, developed a special binomial expansion

[8]of the form:

llil:r(r+^,) :I[:or"-kDr /r\)...h...] (6)

"r:\r )
where, f, / n \tr ' ' ''t. . .) denotes the sum of the products of each and every

nk: I
\k/

possible combinations of kelements of the set lr,)2,... ,)r. Such expansion is named
later as the Guelph expansion [9]. For a single valued )6, the expansion reduces to the reg-
ular expression of the binomial expansion, i.e;

(u+\)*:Ernpwn_k\k:I(;),n_ksk o)

In another study, the first author extended his formulation for polynomial expansion [4],
namely;

/ r \n
Ir",) :
\=)

n

\-/r
,k,,,k,,,

Tn1"T1rp,T1r,1r,,...T4r-t)p(r-r1ri-kx$-*'r!'-o ...*f':r"-n(I-2) *kG-z) (8)
k,k,

withk - 0,...n,kt:0,...k,k't :0,...k,,...etc. withthenotation k0: k,kr: k,,
etc.

As an example, equation (8) can be used to expand the following polynomial:

(rt + *z+ rr)t :fr*rr1,,x3r-k*l-r,'rx'
k,k,

(e)
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Table 3 shows the full expansion:

Table 3 The expansion of (r1 + xz * rs)3

symbolic numenc monomials
n k k' Tnx Txn, Tnt< Tkx, T = TnyTyla, x?-kx*-k'x*'

J

0 0 T"n Inn 1 1 I x?

1

0 Tz, Trc J x?x,
1 Ty Tt J x?x,

2

0 Tzz Tzo J 1 J X, X3

1 Ts, Tzr J 2 6 X.r XC X2

2 Tz, Tzz J 1 J x', x4,

J

0 7"" T"n I x,
1 Tzz Tz, J x3x.
2 Tzz Tsz J X, X?

J Tr" lae 1 xi

The expansion reads as:

(q+*z+ur)3:
trl + 3rlr2 * Srlrs -t Srpf * 6r1r2rs -t 3rp! + Lrl * Jrlrs * zr2r!+ 1r! (10)

Such method of expansion is named as the Embedded Pascal Triangles (EPTs) expansion
of polynomials , because it has been observed that the coefficients of the polynomial ex-
pansion ofl-variables can be generated from the coefficients of(I-l)-variables polynomial
expansion by multiplying them with the elements of horizontally expanded pascal triangle
as it is demonstrated in Table4 [4]. An efficient algorithm has been developed using math-
ematica software to generate such coefftcients for I-variables raised to power of n [5].

3 1

a
J I

1 1

1
a
J

1
a
J

1 1
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Table 4 The Embedded Pascale Triangles (EPTs) method for polynomial expansion [4]

[xpanrion tmbedded Pavah Triangler {white baclground} and Polynomial Cosifl{ients

-,-:*-7^r
1*\;./ | 1 I

I

1

t 1 , 1

1!l l l1 1 1

, 2 1

1i1 t i I 1t I ) I
I 2 1 t t

ljl r l1 7 I I 3 ] 1

1
1 t; 2 1 1

1 1 I I 1 lil I 2 I li1 I 1) I ll3 tll
"j l l $ l ] 1 l ::') | t I

I

1 l. I I 1 I 1 3 l 1 li 4 6 { 1

,i i. t
1 I I 1 I 1 1:l 2 1 I I I I ?il I 3 r l1 1;l I l:2:l I 5.t I 114 6:4 1i
t t it 1": it. t/ i; ;1 1t; it 4 1;l * ,t t ,. ,.i t

One of the applications of the Guelph expansion is the introduction of a new
mathematical representation of nuclear reactor kinetics and its characteristic equation ( the
Inhour equation) [8,10] , and another one is related to an inverse problem by finding the
roots of any polynomial knowing its coefficients, and finding its coefficients knowing its
roots [ 1 1]. On the other hand, applications of the EPTs expansion have been introduced,
for example; finding the minimal cut set for fault tree analysis of an engineering system
[2], and tagging of genomes using EPTs expansion [13].

4 The Waterloo numbers ( W-numbers)

Many researchers have studied Pascal triangle and recognized certain patterns such as the
Fibonacci numbers, the triangular numbers, the square numbers, Sierpinski'fractals, etc. In
this paper, further exploration is made to the Pascal triangle in connection to the developed
EPTs expansion of polynomials. It has been noticed , with reference to Table 4 and Table
5, that the vertical set of numbers in Pascal triangle represent the number of coefficients in
the expansion of r'-nomials raised to the power rn: (n* k) : 0,1,2,3, . . . consecutively,
withr: l formonomials, r:2 forbinomials, r:3fortrinomials, etc. Thosenumbers

{x+v}i tt

;;._ ,,

tw 1 r

ir.t.1t 11'
1

h.vl' 1l 3 1

t

lr+vl 1, 4 4 1

ltt\t ti'
1 /i 4
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appear also diagonally in the Pascal triangle. The set of numbers appearing in Table 5
are the set of ones, the set of counting numbers, the set of triangular numbers, the set of
tetrahedral numbers, the set of pentatope numbers, etc..,. Since all of the numbers in the
different sets have in common the representation of the number of the coefficients in the
r-nomials, hence, they are given the name of Waterloo numbers.

Table 5 Elements of Pascal triangle and its connection to r-nomial expansion

The values of those coefficients of the r-nomials (r 2 3) can be easily generated using the
EPTs polynomial expansion method and its efficient algorithm. Note that the coefficients
for r : 1 are simply the I's, and for r : 2 are simply the horizontal elements of pascal
triangle corresponding to n : 0, 1, 2,3, etc. The values of the Waterloo numbers are called
the Attached Values to Waterloo Numbers . Tables 6,7 ,8,and 9 demonstrate the Waterloo
numbers and their attached values for monomials, binomials, trinomials, and tetranomials
respectively.

Number of coefficients in the expansion of r-nomials ( r:l ,2,3,4,...) for
n:0,1 ,2,...

I

il

x
.lJ

r^] x
(A

(d

tr
o

z

F

N
l<

+
t{

tsl

a
(g

o

c0

m
tr
+
Nx

+
Ftx

(h

Cd

o
liF

+x
+

m
R
+

Nli
+

t{x
(n

cld

t-r
(.)
F

+
+

><

+
rn

R
+
N

R
+
x
v1

o
(der+t
On
oi><

+
+

R
+

(o
x
+

N
Fi

+
x
cn

.-C
tr^o -\oix
cdxfo
AX

N
H
+

\o
R
+

rn
><

+
tf

R
+

ca
x
+

N
R
+
x

()
c)

0 I 4 5 6
0 I
1 1 1

2 1 2 I
J I 3 J 1

4 1 4 6 4 I
I 5 10 l0 5 I
I 6 15 20 l5 6 I
I 7 2t 35 35 2t 7 I

nl I k-+ 2 J

5

6

7
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Table 6 . The Waterloo numbers and their attached values for monomials

n Monomials Number
of Coefficients
Materloo numbers)

Explicit
Coefficients
(Attached Values to Waterloo Numbers)

0 x.,o 1 1

1 X.rL 1 I
2 X.r2 1 1

J X.r3 1 1

4 X.r4 1 1

Table 7. The Waterloo numbers and their attached values for binomials

n Binomials Number
of Coefficients
Materloo numbers)

Explicit
Coefficients
(Attached Values to Waterloo Numbers)

0 (x. + xr)o 1 1

I (x., + xr)l 2 11
2 (x. + xr\z J t2t
J (x., + xr)3 4 1331
4 (x., * xr)a 5 t4641

Table 8. The Waterloo numbers and their attached values for trinomials

n Trinomials Number
of Coeffrcients
(Waterloo numbers)

Explicit Coefficients
(Attached Values to Waterloo Numbers)

0 (x.,*x-r*xz)o 1 I
I (x.,+x->*xz)l 3 1ll
2 (x"*xr*xa)z 6 t22t2l
a
J (x.,*xz*x..)3 l0 1333631331
4 (xr+xt*x-a)a 15 144612641212414641
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Table 9. The lhaterloo numbers and their attached values for tetranomials

n Tetranomials Number
of Coefhcients
(Waterloo numbers)

Explicit
Coefficients
(Attached Values to Waterloo Numbers)

0 (xr*xr+x"*xn)o I I
I (xr*xt*x^lx+)L 4 llll
2 (x"r*x.>*x.*x+)z l0 1222122121
3 (xr-lx2*4txn)s 20 1333366363133363

l33l
4 (x1 *x21-xs*xa)a 35 144461212612641212

122412412t241446126
41212414641

Tables 6-9 present the number of the coefficients, Waterloo numbers, ( column 3 of Tables
6-9) involved in certain polynomial expansion . Each set of W-numbers corresponds to its
r-nomial. Not only that, but the Waterloo numbers have meanings, that is; they are just
like taggers to the values of the coefficients in the respected r-nomial expansion ( see figure
3 representing the Waterloo magic box for demonstration of the tagging idea) . As it is
demonstrated the values of those coefficients , Attached Values to Waterloo Numbers , (
column 4 of Tables 6-9) can be easily generated. An efficient algorithm to generate those
Attached values to waterloo Numbers for polynomials has been reported [5].

Figure 2 The Waterloo magic box for Waterloo numbers and their attached values
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A generating formula for W-numbers can be stated as:

TW= 
( "\=( ; , 

(11)

With n : 0, 1, 2,3,..,and k : 0,1,2,3,..',n, noticing thatlW : 0, for k > n,
Hence, equation (11) can be used to generate the VIl-numbers for all of the r-nomials with
the following conditions stated in Table 10:

Table l0 conditions for generating the Waterloo numbers (lll-numbers) for r-nomials

r=k+t name k-r-! n> k TW:ff) :h
I Monomials 0 n>0 I 1 I I 1..
2 Binomials 1 n> L 1234s67..
J Trinomials 2 n> 2 13610 1521 28..
4 Tetranomials J n> 3 1 4 l0 20 35 56 84..
5 Pentanomials 4 n> 4 1 5 15 35 70 126.
6 Hexanomials 5 n>5 I 62156 t26..

So, as an example of generating the 5-nomials, one uses & - 5 - 1:4, and n ) ,t which
implies that n : 4,5,6,7,8,. . . . The Pentanomials Waterloo numbers are:

T>4^w :( t\ r i ),( : ),( I ),( : ),( I ),( T ),r-1 \ 4 /',\ 4 /'\ 4 /',\ 4 /', 
:1,5,15,35,70, 126,210,... .

Alternatively,Waterloo numbers can be represented in a matrix form as shown in Table 1l
with simpler notation for their generation.

Table 1l Generating the Waterloo Matrix using the binomial coefficient formula
( n+k \ (n+k)t
\ k ): ",nnik 0 I 2 n

J 4 5 6 7

0 1 I 1 1 1 I 1 I
I I 2 J 4 5 6 7 8

2 I a
J 6 10 l5 2l 28 36

a
J 1 4 10 20 35 56 84 t20
4 1 5 15 35 70 t26 210 330
5 1 6 2t 56 t26 252 462 792
6 I 7 28 84 2t0 462 924 17t6
7 1 8 36 120 330 792 17t6 3432

(Iu)
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One can note that the Waterloo numbers can be read from Table 1l either vertically or
horizontally, which is an interesting property of this Waterloo Matrix. This property means
that for a fixed number of variables I, the number of coefficients as it increases with the
increase of the power n, will be the same as the number of coefficients if we fix the power
n and increase the number of variables I . That is ; in matrix notation ( W equals to its
transpose)

W:Wr (12)

Furthermore, the matrix has the symmetry diagonal 1,2,6,20,70,252,924,3432,, where
the upper triangle elements equals to the lower triangle elements of the Waterloo matrix.

5 Graphical representation of W-numbers

As it is said earlier that Waterloo numbers represent the numbers of polynomial coefficients
for successive increase of the raised power of the related polynomial, n. One can plot
the Waterloo numbers( representing the number of coefficients) for monomials, binomials,
trinomials etc.. versus the raised power n. This is presented below in Figure 3, The trend of
the plotted data can be easily fitted as shown in the figure.

6 Geometrical representation of W-numbers

As it is presented earlier with respect to polygonal numbers, there is a geometrical rep-
resentation to those numbers, and such representation has been shown above in figure l.
In the development of the Waterloo numbers and their attached values for r-nomials, it is
suggested that there could be some geometrical representation as well to the Waterloo num-
bers. Such geometrical representation is summarized in Table 12. Tables 6-9 were used to
determine the number of dots to be set on the polygons with the dots on the vertices are
assigned to the coefficients 1's of the r-nomial expansion, whereas the other dots represent
the other coefficients ofthe expansion.

One notes that the geometrical representation for polygonal numbers are more organized
less entropy (figure l), whereas those for the Waterloo numbers have higher entropy (Table
1l). The dots are more crowded on the sides of the polygons for Waterloo numbers.
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Table I l. The geometrical
(Dots on the polygons correspond

representation of the r-nomial Waterloo numbers
to the attached values of the W-numbers where vertices
have the value of 1)
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7 Conclusion

This paper explored the classical Pascal triangle (right angled) where its horizontal elements
represent the values of the coefficients of binomial expansion, and finds that there is a con-
nection between its vertical or diagonal elements and the number of coefficients in higher
order expansion, namely the polynomial expansion. Furthermore, the exact values of those
coefficients can be easily generated using the Embedded Pascal Triangle EPTs method for
polynomial expansion, and an efficient algorithm is available. Those set of numbers (the
verticle or the diagonal elements of Pascal Triangle) are named the Waterloo Numbers, and
their explicit values are named as the attached values to Waterloo numbers. Such attached
values can be determined using the EPT's inspection method. The Waterloo numbers are
not just numbers, but they do carry meaning; they represent the number of coefficients in a
given polynomial expansion. They can be considered as taggers to the actual numerical val-
ues of the coefficients of the related polynomials expansion. A geometrical representation
is developed for the W-numbers which is represented by polygons, and the dots on the poly-

I
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gons are the attached values to Waterloo numbers. A nice, sketch representing the Waterloo
numbers and its attached values is given by the Waterloo Magic Box. Such sketch gives a
hint of possible application of the Waterloo numbers and its attached values, namely; in the
area of Pass Wording.
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